
Laptop Desk, Bamboo Adjustable Lap Desks Table, 

Foldable Bed Desk with Drawer, Breakfast Serving 

Tray Table, Floor Table for Laptop, Sofa Couch, 

Writing Eating Surfing Reading, Portable Computer 

Desk 
 

 

Specific Use:Computer Desk 

General Use:Commercial Furniture 

Feature:Foldable, Foldable 

Material:BAMBOO 

Style:LAPTOP DESK 

Product name:foldable bamboo laptop table, bed computer desk  

Application:Bedroom\ Hotel 

Size:55*34CM 

Material:Bamboo 

Package:Brown Box 

 

 [Adjustable Tilt & Leg Height] 4 Tilting top angled positions, raises your laptop height to 

get the most comfortable viewing position; Leg height adjustment: The leg height (20-27CM) 

adjustable range fits people of different heights and make you more comfortable and relaxed. 

Active Desktop Size:55*34CM 

 [Multi-Functional Laptop Desk] The laptop table not only as a laptop desk, but also as a 

TV Dinner Tray, reading desk, Laptop Stand, Serving desk for patients/kids, Writing Desk for 

kids, Tea Table, Picnic Table, and so on. You can use it in bed, on the floor, sofa, working table, 

Car；and you can carry it on travel for it can be folded. 

 [100% Eco-Friendly Bamboo] 100% natural bamboo and made it with our exquisite 

craftsmanship, Handmade polished give you a smooth surface desk. specially constructed 

tabletop withstands heavy loads and will not wear out or deform. Tilting, folding, stable, very 

high quality, and easy to storage. 

 [Practical & Unique Design] Haturi Laptop Stand has adjustable legs length and 4 slots 

tray tilting angles to keep your book or laptop computer at the perfect angle; Worry-saving 

Cup-Groove, Small drawer for storing pen (Drawer size: 5.11 * 4.72 inches), note pad or phone 

without worry of the drawer rolling out. Flower-shaped hollow out design for better heat 

dissipation.100% Eco-friendly and sturdy bamboo board, environment friendly and looks 

fantastic. 

 [No Assembly Required and Ideal Gift] No assembly required, Use directly；the lap desk 

with aesthetic and practical function, it will also be a perfect gift for family and friends. 

 

 

 


